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Abstract—Knowledge of channel state information (CSI)

bilities for wireless network planning, deployment and

is fundamental to many functionalities within the mobile

management. In order to leverage the potential of a

wireless communications systems. With the advance of

digital twin of the environment, full knowledge of the

machine learning (ML) and digital maps, i.e., digital
twins, we have a big opportunity to learn the propagation

channel state information (CSI) is desired such that most

environment and design novel methods to derive and report

of the real propagation effects can be represented. Here,

CSI. In this work, we propose to combine untrained neural

we propose to combine two ML methods for channel

networks (UNNs) and conditional generative adversarial

recreation/estimation which minimize the overall com-

networks (cGANs) for MIMO channel recreation based on

plexity of the neural networks (NNs), reduce training

prior knowledge. The UNNs learn the prior-CSI for some
locations which are used to build the input to a cGAN.

time, and enable low CSI reporting overhead. In contrast

Based on the prior-CSIs, their locations and the location

to state of the art, our solution does not rely on multi-

of the desired channel, the cGAN is trained to output the

modal data, such as lidar [2] or environment images [3],

channel expected at the desired location. This combined

which allow us to reduce the complexity of our NN

approach can be used for low overhead CSI reporting as,

architectures.

after training, we only need to report the desired location.
Our results show that our method is successful in modelling

Untrained neural networks (UNNs) were first pro-

the wireless channel and robust to location quantization

posed in [4] to solve inverse problems, such as denoising.

errors in line of sight conditions.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, channel prediction,
UNN, cGAN, digital twin.

The term ‘untrained’ refers to the method characteristic
of avoiding a huge data collection phase as the updates of
the gradient descent is for a single image measurement.
The deep decoder architecture as proposed in [5] simpli-

I. I NTRODUCTION

fies the structure of a UNN, making it underparameter-

Machine learning (ML) for physical layer applications

ized. For wireless communications, this means we can

are gaining momentum in standardization bodies, such

fit a UNN to directly estimate the wireless channel based

as 3GPP and O-RAN [1]. Combining ML capabilities

on a small noisy measurement campaign, i.e., a few

with virtual representations of the real world, i.e., a

time snapshots, without the need of noiseless labels. The

digital twin environment, enables a variety of possi-

work in [6] has proposed the use of UNNs for MIMO
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channel estimation under pilot contamination. Despite

refers to the tensor dimension on the dth mode. A

the limitation to statistical channel models, UNNs could

d-mode unfolding of a tensor is written as [A](d) ∈

reduce the noise level of the measured signal.

CMd ×Md+1 ...MD M1 ...Md−1 where all d-mode vectors are

The simplicity of UNNs comes at the cost of lack of

aligned as columns of a matrix. The d-mode vectors

generalization. Since there is no dataset collection for

of A are obtained by varying the dth index from 1

weights update, iterating the gradient descent is always

to Md and keeping all other indices fixed. Moreover,

needed when a new set of channel measurements is

A ×d U is the d-mode product between a D-way tensor

acquired. In our recent work [7], we have proposed to

A ∈ CM1 ×M2 ···×MD and a matrix U ∈ CJ×Md . The

used cGAN for channel estimation in MIMO arrays with

d-mode product is computed by multiplying U with all

mixed radio frequency chains where part of the array had

d-mode vectors of A. In addition, A td B denotes the

antenna elements turned-off. Our results demonstrated

concatenation of A and B among the dth mode. The

the good generalization capability of cGANs.

concatenation td operation also applies to matrices.

Motivated by the generalization capabilities of cGAN
and the underparameterization of UNNs, we propose to

II. P ROPAGATION E NVIRONMENT

combine them for MIMO channel estimation/prediction
within a propagation area. Hence, the UNNs are used
to generate prior CSI for a set of locations. Then, the
cGAN uses the prior-CSIs together with their locations to
recreate the CSI in a desired location. After deriving the

In this work, we consider an urban environment with
a fixed base station (BS) equipped with an uniform rectangular array (URA) containing Nant antenna elements,
moving user equipment (UEs) with single antennas,

weights for all the ML models, only the target location

operating with Nsub OFDM subcarriers, and collecting

needs to be reported. Therefore, our solution enables low

Nsp time snapshots. This scenario was modeled with

CSI reporting overhead between user equipment (UE)
and base station (BS). Moreover, our approach can be
used to add to the digital twin the small scaling fading

IlmProp, a geometry based channel simulator developed at Ilmenau University of Technology [8]. Figure 1
presents the urban environment with the BS represented
by a red circle, buildings in blue squares, scatters in

characteristics of the wireless channels.
In this paper, Section II presents our geometrical
propagation environment and the channels considered,
Section III introduces our proposed method, Section IV

green circles, and three UEs moving in a linear trajectory
towards the BS.
From IlmProp, we collect the channels used as ground

presents details about our UNN for prior knowledge CSI

Nsp ×Nsub ×Nant
truth values HC
and their relative
sim ∈ C

estimation, Section V shows the processing performed at

locations Γ = {x, y, z} ∈ RNsp ×3 to the BS. The three

the cGAN for CSI recreation using location and prior-

UEs shown in Figure 1 are used to derive the noisy

CSI, Section VI presents our results, and Section VII
concludes our paper.
Regarding the notation, a, a, A and A represents,
respectively, scalars, column vectors, matrices and D-

Nsp ×Nsub ×Nant
channel measurements HC
as
mes ∈ C
C
HC
mes = Hsim + N ,

(1)

where N ∈ CNsp ×Nsub ×Nant is a zero mean circularly

, denotes trans-

symmetric complex Gaussian noise process. The HC
mes

position. For a tensor A ∈ CM1 ×M2 ×...MD , Md

are further used to estimate the prior-CSIs. Moreover,

dimensional tensors. The superscript
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Fig. 1. Propagation scenario simulated in IlmProp, a geometric based

Fig. 2. Schematic of our proposed ML solution for CSI recreation

channel simulator developed at Ilmenau University of Technology.

combining channel measurements and simulations. In blue, we present

The BS is fixed and represented by a red circle. The displayed UEs

the first ML part where the UNNs are iterated to perform channel

and trajectories are used to compute the prior-CSIs. The red square

estimation. Each UE measurement campaign derive one UNN that

m2 ),

represents Nsp locations. In purple, we show the second ML part

represents the study area (100

to which we aim to reconstruct

where a cGAN is trained with knowledge of the prior-CSIs, the

the CSIs.

simulated desired channels and their locations. The cGAN output is

the red square indicates the study area where the

HC
sim

the recreated desired channel.

are collected for CSI recreation.
III. CSI RECREATION WITH PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
Here, we propose a ML framework to recreate CSI
in a desired location based on prior knowledge of
CSI at neighboring UEs. Figure 2 summarizes our
proposed method for CSI recreation which we divide
in two parts, the first in blue and the second in purple. The first ML instance aims to find the prior-CSI

input to the cGAN. In a ‘day-zero’ operation where not
many CSI measurements are available, the cGAN can
be trained with target channels derived from simulations
or a digital twin and the prior-CSIs from the UNNs
are responsible to adjust the model to real propagation
conditions. In the long run, we could update the cGAN

Hp ∈ RNsp ×Nsub ×2Nant based on the measured chan-

model based on collected real world measurements. In

nels HC
mes . We employ a UNN for this purpose where

this scenario, the availability of priors at the conditional

each UNN estimates Hp the channel of a single UE
over multiple time snapshots. Even though UNNs are
low complex structures, deriving one UNN model for

input reduce the complexity of the NN structure and its
training time. In the following sections, we explain in
details how each part of the algorithm is trained.

each possible location in a propagation environment is
unfeasible. Therefore, we propose to use a second ML

Due to the low computational complexity of UNNs,

instance based on a cGAN due to its generalization ca-

the UE can derive the UNN weights and send it to the

pabilities. The second ML instance is trained to compute

BS. Then, the BS is able to reconstruct the prior-CSIs

the recreated-CSI Hr ∈ R(S+1)×Nsub ×(2Nant +1) in the

and can train a cGAN to recreate the CSI at a desired

targeted location Γr ∈ R

1×3

based on the knowledge of

location, which is different from the prior-CSI locations.

a sub-set of S selected prior-CSIs and their respective

After deriving the cGAN optimal weights, the BS can

locations Γp ∈ R

S×3

.

send the cGAN model to the UE for the purpose of

Since UNNs do not need ‘labels’ to find their best

reliability. Hence, the UE is able to identify when the

weights, we can perform a small measurement campaign

BS will fail on its CSI recreation and may trigger a

and use the UNN-estimated channels as conditional

correction procedure.
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After those operations, Hmes ∈ RNsp ×Nsub ×2Nant is
directly used to compute the cost function.

B. UNN architecture
Fig. 3. General layer structure of a UNN P used to estimate the priorP (K∗ , Z

A UNN is a composition of L layers where there are

There are L layers, L − 2 inner layers in

(L−2) inner layers, one pre-output layer (L−1) and one

orange, one pre-output layer in yellow, and one output layer in olive.

output layer (L), according to the deep decoder architec-

CSIs Hp =

0 ).

In blue, we represent Z0 the random input tensor.

ture [5]. Figure 3 shows a generic organization of those
IV. E STIMATION OF PRIOR -CSI WITH UNN S

layers, the random noise seed Z0 in blue, the inner layers
in orange, the pre-output layer in yellow, and the output

The underparametrization of deep decoder [5] and its
layer in olive. All the layer types contain convolutional
capability to optimize noisy measurements has motivated
us to employ UNNs as our channel estimator for priorCSIs. Since we do not need the true-labels, the channel

filters Wl ∈ R1×1×kl−1 ×kl where l = {1, 2, . . . L}, kl−1
and kl are hyper-parameters which define the number of
filters on the respective (l−1)th and lth layers. However,

measurements can be acquired during measurement camthe types of layers differ with respect to the upsampling
paigns which will then represent the real world propacomputation and the operation of batch normalization
gation environment for specific locations. The following
(BatchNorm) operation [9]. The inner layers contain
subsections present the data pre-processing, the UNN
linear and non-linear operations. First, there is a convoluarchitecture and how the gradient descent is used to
update the UNN weights.

tional filter Wl which weights are updated by the gradient descent. Second, there is a fixed bilinear upsampling
l

operation, where Al ∈ R2 b×2

A. Data pre-processing for UNN

l−1

b

l

l−1

and Cl ∈ R2 c×2

c

are the linear upsampling matrices in the subcarrier
The input signal to an UNN is a random noise
seed Z0 ∈ Rk1 ×b×c , where b = Nsp /2L−2 , c =
Nsub /2L−2 , k1 is the number of filters in the first layer,

and time snapshots dimensions, respectively. Third, the
rectifier linear unit (ReLu) activation function is applied,
and a batch normalization is computed with trainable

and L is the number of layers. The input tensor Z0 is

parameters Rl = [γ l , β l ] ∈ Rkl ×2 , where γ l ∈ Rkl ×1

drawn from a uniform distribution U (−a, +a) defined on

and β l ∈ Rkl ×1 are the mean and variance correction

the interval [−a, +a] and kept fixed during the iterations

factors, respectively, for the coefficients in the lth layer.

to update the gradient descent. The measured channel
HC
mes from Equation 1 is preprocessed as
•

be written as

Each time snapshot within HC
mes is normalized by
its Frobenius norm, and then multiplied by a scaling
Nsp ×Nsub ×Nant
HC
is rearranged by concatemes ∈ C

nating

Re{HC
mes }

and

Im{HC
mes }

in the dimension

corresponding to the antenna elements.

November 16, 2021

Z1 = BatchNorm(ReLu(Z0 ×3 [W1 ](4) ×1 A1 ×2 CT1 )),
(2)

factor to ease convergence.
•

For example, the output of the first inner layer Z1 can
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because it does not apply upsampling. Hence, it can be
written as
ZL−1 = BatchNorm(ReLu(ZL−2 ×3 [WL−1 ](4) )).
(3)
Next, the output layer is used to adjust the number of
filters of the pre-output layer to the size expected at the
output kL = 2Nant as

Fig. 4.

Conditional GAN, two NNs play a minmax game where

the generator tries to fool the discriminator. The discriminator should
classify H̃r as a fake sample, while Hr is classified as a real sample.
The generator fools the discriminator when H̃r is classified as real.

ZL = TanH(ZL−1 ×3 [WL ](4) ),

(4)
P does not directly generalize for other channels, it is

where WL ∈ R

1×1×kl−1 ×2Nant

, and TanH is the hyper-

specific to the Hmes considered during gradient updates.

bolic tangent activation function. Since the upsamplig
operations are pre-defined, the trainable parameters relates to the convolutional filters Wl and the regularization parameters Rl of the batch normalization operation.
Therefore, Kl = {Wl , Rl } is the set of trainable
parameters of the lth layer, and K refers to all trainable
parameters of the L layers.

V. CSI- RECREATION WITH C GAN
In our previous work [7], we have applied cGAN
for the purpose of channel estimation within mixedresolution radio-frequency chains. Here, we use the
same operational principle of image to image translation [10]. However, we aim to reconstruct CSI based on
the knowledge of its location and a set of prior-CSIs.

C. Updating the weights of an UNN
Different from UNNs, cGAN requires data collection
Here,
P : R

N

we
→ R

refer

to

Nsub Nsp 2Nant

the

UNN

as

a

model

where N < Nsub Nsp 2Nant

is the total number of parameters. The UNN P performs
the mapping operation ZL = P (K, Z0 ), where Z0 is

and training. Nonetheless, it has great generalization
capabilities [7]. In the following subsections, we present
the dataset preprocessing, our cGAN architecture, and
the adversarial training.

the random noise seed, and K is the tensor of weights
that represents all the UNN trainable parameters.

A. Dataset preprocesing for cGAN

The cost function is the mean square error (MSE),
In this section, we present how we construct the

calculated as

signals to train the cGAN: the conditional input Hc , the
L(K) = E{k P (K, Z0 ) −

Hmes k2F }.

(5)

label Hr , and the generator output H̃r .

The gradient descent is updated as in supervised learn-

The conditional input to our cGAN is derived from

ing, performing I gradient iterations until the optimum

the prior-CSIs Hp , their locations Γp , and the target

parameters are found, such that

location Γr where we aim to recover the CSI of a certain

K∗ = arg min L(K), and Hp = P (K∗ , Z0 )

UE. Each Hp ∈ RNsub ×Nsp ×2Nant estimated by a UNN
(6)

K

has CSI for Nsp different locations. Therefore, if NUE

is the channel estimation of the prior-CSI. From the

UNNs are used to estimate the prior-CSIs HpNUE ∈

loss function, we observe that the prior-CSI Hp derived

RNUE Nsp ×Nsub ×2Nant , there are NUE Nsp CSI-location

by the UNN P is specific to Hmes . Hence, the model

UE
pairs {Hpj , Γpj } available, where Hpj = HN
(j, :, :)
p
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and j = {1, 2, . . . NUE Nsp }. From the available CSIlocation pairs, a sub-set of S CSI-location pairs is
selected according to their minimum Euclidean distance
to Γr . The S selected prior-CSIs HSp ∈ RS×Nsub ×2Nant
are concatenated in the first dimension and ordered
according to the minimum Euclidean distance to the
target location Γr . The target location vector Γr ∈ R1×3
and the prior location matrix ΓSp ∈ RS×3 are extended
by repeating their coordinates until ΓSp ∈ RS×Nsub and
Γr ∈ R1×Nsub . Hence, the complete location matrix is

Fig. 5. U-Net architecture deployed as the generator including encoder
and decoder pipeline and numbering for skip connections.

formed as HLOC = [Γr t1 ΓSp ] ∈ R(S+1)×Nsub . Finally,

R(S+1)×Nsub ×(2Nant +1) , where G is the generator map-

the conditional input to the cGAN is constructed as

ping function that tries to approximate the label Hr .

Hc = [HN t1 HSp t3 HLOC ] ∈ R(S+1)×Nsub ×(2Nant +1) ,

The discriminator D is a classifier for which the in-

(7)

puts and labels are, respectively, Hr → {true} and

where HN ∈ RNsub ×2Nant is a matrix of random values
drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The desired channel

H̃r → {fake}.
B. Adversarial Network Architecture

Hr is recreated in the HN position at the generator
Figure 4 shows the interconnection between generator

output.
Ideally,
Hr

the

true

recreated

CSI

R(S+1)×Nsub ×(2Nant +1) is found in the

∈

output of the cGAN. Hence, each d time snapshot in
Hsim (d) = HC
sim (d, :, :) is used as ground truth value
for Hr , the CSI reconstructed at the target location Γr .

the generator NN consists of an U-shaped deep NN (UNet) which has two paths for the flow of information
between blocks: the encoder-decoder path and the skip
connections path, see Figure 5. The discriminator NN
consists of a Patch-NN [10] where the input is reduced

The pre-processing of the labels for cGAN include
•

and discriminator NNs for the adversarial training. Here,

Normalization of Hsim (d) ∈ CNsub ×Nant by its
Frobenius norm, and multiplication by a scaling

to a patch of arbitrary size; then, each coefficient of the
patch is classified as real or fake.
Figure 5 shows the U-Net architecture employed for

factor.
•

Hr

=

[Re{Hsim (d)} t2 Im{Hsim (d)}]

∈

RNsub ×2Nant is the target real valued CSI at location
Γr .

the generator, the Ng /2 downsample blocks for the
encoder and the Ng /2 upsample blocks for the decoder,
where Ng is the total number of processing blocks.
Each downsample block consists of one convolutional

Finally, the label is constructed as

2-dimensional layer (Conv2D), one batch normalization

Hr = [Hr t1 HSp t3 HLOC ] ∈ R(S+1)×Nsub ×(2Nant +1) ,

layer (BatchNorm), and a leaky rectifier linear unit

(8)

(LeakyReLU) activation function, where y = x for

where the prior-CSIs HSp , the location matrix HLOC

x > 0, and y = 0.3x for x < 0. Each upsample block

and the recreated CSI Hr form the desired output.

consists of one transposed convolutional 2-dimensional

We refer to the generator output as H̃r = G(Hc ) ∈

layer (Conv2DT ), followed by BatchNorm and ReLU as

November 16, 2021
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activation function. The skip connections path happens

channels H̃r close to the wireless channel labels Hr , a

between the output of the nth downsample block and

weighted L2 loss

th

the output of the (Ng − n)

upsample block, where

n = [1, 2, . . . , (Ng /2 − 1)]. Those skip connections

LL2 (G) = E[kHr − G(Hc )kF ]

(11)

provide more information to the decoder block [10] since

is included as a regularization term. In [11] a L2 re-

the input to each upsample block is the concatenation

construction loss is also proposed, but 0/1 masks are

X(Ng −n+1) = [Yn t3 Y(Ng −n) ], where Yn is the output

used to restrict the L2 loss only to the signal we aim

of the nth block.

to estimate. Note that, at the cGAN output, we have

For the discriminator NN, we employ a Patch-

the conditional information as well as the desired signal.

NN [10]. First, downsampling blocks are used to reduce

Hence, we study the feasibility of a reconstruction loss

the dimensionality of the input signal to some patch

Lrec defined as

of arbitrary size. Second, the patch is processed by a

Lrec = E[kHr − H̃r kF ] + E[kHLOC − H̃LOC kF ], (12)

sequence of convolutional layers (Conv2D + BatchNorm
+ LeakyReLU and Conv2D + Linear). Then, the dis-

where the MSE of the target channel and the location

criminator is trained to classify each patch coefficient

matrix are considered. Then, Lrec substitutes LL2 in

as real or fake. Implementations details are provided in

Equation 10.
The generator and discriminator NNs are trained to-

Section VI.

gether in each epoch. For testing, or inference, only the
generator architecture is used. Therefore, only knowl-

C. Optimization with cGAN
As shown in Figure 4, in cGAN there are two
NNs playing a minmax game where the generator
G : {Hc } → Hr tries to fool the discriminator
D : {H̃r } → {true}, and it is conditional because

edge of Hc is needed. In practice, at inference time,
we are able to estimate/predict a channel based on its
location and the prior-knowledge provided by the UNNs.

VI. S IMULATIONS AND R ESULTS

some prior knowledge is provided. Mathematically, the
Figure 1 presents our propagation environment simu-

optimization objective of a cGAN has two terms

lated at IlmProp where there are 3 UEs used to derive
∗

G = arg min max LcGAN (G, D) + αLL2 ,

(9)

HC
mes for prior-CSI estimation by the UNNs, and the red

where LcGAN (G, D) is the adversarial loss, LL2 is

square indicates our study area where HC
sim is collected

G

D

the L2 loss, and α is the weighting factor [10]. The

for training the cGAN to recreate the CSIs. Table I
presents the simulation parameters set at IlmProp. A

adversarial loss is computed as

total of seven simulation campaigns were performed,
LcGAN (G, D) =E[log D(Hr )]+
(10)
E[log(1 − D(H̃r ))],

changing the number of UEs as well as their trajectories,
and including or removing scatters. The dataset for prior-

where the generator G learns to map the input data Hc

CSI estimation with UNNs has 384 channel samples, and

to the output data Hr such that H̃r = G∗ (Hc ), and the

the dataset for cGAN has 4492 channel samples. We use

discriminator D tries to recognize the channels generated

the normalized squared error (NSE) NSE =

by G. In order to have the generated output wireless

our performance metric for CSI recreation.
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS FOR I LM P ROP.
HC
mes

Parameter

HC
sim

Carrier frequency

2.6 GHz

Bandwidth

20 MHz

Nsub

64

UE velocity

1 m/s

0.1 to 5 m/s

Nsp

128

74 to 174

Total of UEs

3

many

Nant

36

TABLE II
D ESCRIPTION OF THE U-N ET DEPLOYED AS GENERATOR NN.
Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution function of the normalized squared
Block

Nfilter

Filter size

Stride

Padding

1

downsample

64

[3,3]

[1,1]

2

downsample

64

[2,4]

[1,2]

3

downsample

64

[2,4]

[1,2]

4

downsample

64

[2,4]

5

downsample

64

6

downsample

128

7

upsample

64

8

upsample

9

BatchNorm

Dropout

Activation

Yes

No

No

LeakyReLU

Yes

Yes

No

LeakyReLU

Yes

Yes

No

LeakyReLU

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

No

LeakyReLU

[2,4]

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

No

LeakyReLU

[4,4]

[1,1]

No

Yes

No

LeakyReLU

[4,4]

[2,2]

No

Yes

Yes

ReLU

64

[2,4]

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

Yes

ReLU

upsample

64

[2,4]

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

Yes

ReLU

10

upsample

64

[2,4]

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

No

ReLU

11

upsample

64

[2,4]

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

No

ReLU

12

upsample

64

[3,3]

[1,1]

Yes

Yes

No

ReLU

13

output

73

[3,3]

[1,1]

Yes

No

No

TanH

error for UNN and cGAN results for CSI recreation. The cGAN trained
with Lrec (Lrec ) has best performance.

Z0 ∈ R4×4×64 is drawn from a uniform distribution
as U (−0.15, +0.15) where k0 = 64. After setting the
UNN structure, the trainable parameters K are initialized
from random values and I = 25000 gradient updates are

TABLE III

performed to find the best K∗ for each UE, separately.

D ESCRIPTION OF THE PATCH -N ET DEPLOYED AS DISCRIMINATOR

Our design choices for k and I, the number of filters

NN.

in each layer and the number of iterations respectively,
Block

Nfilter

Filter size

Stride

Padding

BatchNorm

Activation

downsample

128

[3,3]

[1,1]

Yes

Yes

LeakyReLU

downsample

128

[2,4]

[1,2]

Yes

Yes

LeakyReLU

zero padding 2D

-

-

-

Yes

-

-

Conv2D

256

[3,3]

[1,1]

No

Yes

LeakyReLU

zero padding 2D

-

-

-

Yes

-

-

Conv2D

1

[3,3]

[1,1]

No

No

Linear

were taken according to the estimated SNR at the UNN
output. The UNN output SNR had to be at least the same
as the SNR of the measured channel. Figure 6 shows
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the NSE

First, we define a UNN structure P that is used to

for the UNN-estimator in blue, red and green curves

derive the optimal weights for all the three UEs in

for the 3 UEs with 128 time snapshots each, where

Figure 1. The HC
mes for each UE has Nsp = 128 time

SNR = 20 dB for the measured channel. The presented

snapshots and we design a UNN capable to estimate

UNN architecture is capable to recreate a sequence of 64

chunks of 64 time snapshots. Therefore, we need to

time snapshots collected from a single UE. This structure

derive 2 sets of trainable parameters K∗ for each UE.

contains 25, 728 trainable parameters which correspond

∗

In total, there are 6 different UNN set of weights K

to 17.45% of the coefficients in a channel measurement

to estimate all the prior-CSIs. For the UNN mapping

64×64×36
HC
. Therefore, UNNs provide means
mes ∈ C

structure P , we choose to have four inner layers, each

to compress the CSI with a high probability of about

with k1:L−2 = 64 filters and both upsampling matrices,

90% to recover it with better SNR than the measured

Al and Cl , activated in all inner layers. In addition, we

one.

use one pre-output layer with kL−1 = 64 filters and one

After estimating the channels for the three UEs, we

output layer with kL = 72 convolutional filters. There-

have a pool of 384 prior-CSIs together with their location

fore, there are L = 6 layers and the random noise seed

Γp . Here, we use the location coordinates provided by
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the IlmProp simulator. In a practical implementation, we

quantization errors. The locations are quantized using

could derive the location from the estimated prior-CSIs

a uniform quantizer with 8 and 4 bits, their NSE are

by Unitary Tensor ESPRIT [12], for instance. A sub-

plotted in pink and cyan at Figure 6. There is very little

set of S = 3 CSI-location pairs are selected according

performance loss even for 4 bits location quantization,

to their minimum Euclidean distance to the location Γr

which introduces errors in the range of 1 to 4 times the

where we aim to recreate the CSI. Hence, the input to

channel wavelength. The cGAN is robust to those errors

our cGAN is Hc ∈ R

4×64×73

, where 64 is the number

because it is closely modeling the channels statistical

of subcarriers. The architecture details of our generator

distribution. Our analyzes of the dataset has shown

and discriminator are presented in Table II and Table III,

that the channels are mostly line of sight (LOS) and

respectively. The adversarial training runs for 150 epochs

frequency-flat for the defined study area. Therefore, the

with 60% of the simulated channels used for training

good statistical behavior of the dataset makes the CSI-

and 40% for testing. Figure 6 presents the CDF curves

recreation task quite easy for the cGAN. Such robustness

of the NSE of the channels estimated by the cGAN

against location errors may not be experienced in non-

with prior-knowledge and desired location as input. The

line of sight scenarios.

black curves are the NSE for the cGANs trained with
HLOC with infinity precision, where the full line and

VII. C ONCLUSION

dashed line are for the cGANs trained with Lrec and
LL2 as regularization term, respectively. As we can see
in Figure 6, the cGAN constrained to Lrec achieves better
performance with a 90% NSE of about −12.5 dB.
Regarding state of the art, our approach provides much
higher performance if compared to the 6 dB reported in
[3]. Moreover, our cGAN architecture is less complex
since we just use 13 layers for the U-net at the generator
while [3] has reported 28 layers to process images of the
environment map and output the wireless channel. The
generator described in Table II has a total of 789, 786
trainable parameters. Our cGAN takes about 6 hours to
train in a computer with 16 GB of RAM and a GPU

In this paper we propose to combine UNNs with
cGAN to reconstruct wireless channels within an area
in the propagation environment. The channel is reconstructed based on prior-CSIs from UNNs and the location
where we aim to reconstruct the channel. Our method
performs better than state of the art solutions, is much
less complex and requires only some hours of training.
Our results show that the cGAN performs well in a
propagation scenario with mostly LOS channels. Future
work is related to further evaluation of quantization
effects as well as advanced methods to improve the
reconstructed CSI beyond this first ML inference.

with 2 GB of dedicated memory.
At inference time, we test the sensitivity of the trained
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